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Downtown Upland bridge set to be replaced
Closure will last
12 months
Kyla Russell
News Co-Editor

The bridge that connects the
north and south sections of Upland will begin being replaced
in the spring of 2023.
This maintenance includes
a full bridge closure for up to
12 months.
According to Ron Sutherland, assistant to the president
and member of the Upland
town council, the project is
slated for bidding and contract
award in the latter half of 2022,
making it eligible for construction in 2023.
The Indiana Department of
Transportation (INDOT) decided the bridge was due for replacement based upon their
systematic review of structures.
When using the bridge, people have difficulty seeing incoming vehicles coming from
the opposite direction. The
project hopes to address existing sight-distance issues

by making the new structure four feet higher than the
current one.
The bridge sits on the main
street of Upland, located near
The Bridge Cafe and Upland
Tire, where the downtown area
is located. This is considered a
section of a state highway.
Because of this classification, INDOT is required to suggest a temporary route away
from the construction for larger vehicles and highway traffic.
They suggest that drivers use
State Route 22 and 26 during
the 12-month closure.
“Access to all properties will
be maintained throughout construction,” an INDOT report
said. “Project stakeholders including the local school corporation and emergency services
will be notified of potential closures and/or detours prior to
any construction.”
The construction team plans
to work on one side of the
bridge at a time, allowing oneway traffic and access to local
businesses.
This plan will allow Upland

residents to make their way
through the downtown as they
are accustomed to, although at
a slower pace.
“It shouldn’t deter business
too much,” Joshua Kinney, a
worker at Ivanhoe’s said. “I just
hope people will still go out and
support their local businesses … it is great for friends and
family to come together and eat
good food.”
Additionally, The Bridge Cafe,
echoed a similar sentiment.
“We don’t anticipate it affecting business much,” Jaime
Hughes, general manager of
the cafe, said. “The customers
who want to come will come
down 8th and up the road by
town hall. We’re excited about
the improvements to downtown upland!”
Upland residents have acknowledged the upcoming
changes as well. The town’s
Facebook page announced the
plan.
Taylor students are also
learning of the forthcoming
change.
“I think it’s going to affect
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The bridge in Upland will be replaced in 2023.

local businesses because customers or people that support
these small businesses aren’t
going to be able to get to those
businesses as easily,” freshman
Maggie Golminas said. “Construction is going to cause a lot
of traffic, which can turn people off or turn people away from

wanting to go places. I think it’s
unfortunate that the construction is going to happen, but it
is important and necessary
for safety.”
Golminas plans to graduate
in the spring of 2025, two years
following the planned start
date of the bridge replacement.

During the time of the construction, she plans to be
mindful of supporting local
businesses in Upland.
“I’ll try to make extra efforts
when I go out, and I will try to
support those businesses,” Golminas said.
echo@taylor.edu

about events hosted by the esports club is through their discord server.
The club offers the ability for
people to join the server and
attend at their leisure.
However, other members are
involved in competitive teams
that are more serious.
The club offers teams for
Rocket League, Smash Ultimate, Halo, Call of Duty and
League of Legends. The teams
meet online during the week
and practice for their prospective game.
Sophomore Bradley Lasley is
a member of the League of Legends team.
His team consists of 5 starting players with alternates if a
member of the starting lineup
is unable to play.
“I think it’s really cool that
Taylor has off icially recognized it in an esports program where we can compete

in college tournaments,” Lasley said. “I’m really excited to
compete in the spring. We are
registered to play in a season
where we play against other
colleges and are assigned to
a conference.”
The Riot Scholastic Association of America (RSAA) plans to
handle the League of Legends
play in the spring.
In the past, Taylor esports
teams have competed against
schools such as UCLA, Texas
Tech and Missouri State. The
team has had success against
bigger universities which has
helped propel growth in the
club.
Competitive events can be
watched online at twitch.tv/
taylor_esports.
Not only has e-sports seen
large growth on Taylor’s campus, but nationally as well.
Accord ing to EMa rketer,
e-sports monthly viewers have

grown 11.4% in the last year.
Certain e-sports organizations
such as Faze clan, have gained
enough pop culture support to
sell merchandise.
The ad revenue alone for
e-sports organizations is in
the hundreds of millions. Faze
Clan expected ad revenue was
$40 million last year.
In an industry that is still
changing, the design for the
future of the esports club may
be ever changing. Yet, the outlook remains positive for those
that enjoy veo games.
“I think that e-sports will
keep growing and make a real
impact,” said Lasley. “I know
recently there has been talks
about getting e-sports into
the Olympics. It’ll be cool to
see the way that e-sports is going to grow in these next few
years not only at Taylor, but in
the world.”
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor esports grows to be largest club on campus
Group competes
nationally
Peter Crowe
Staff Writer

A recent surge of popularity for the Taylor E-sports club
has brought the realm of competitive gaming to a new light
on campus.
With over 200 members, the
club has grown to hold the title
of the largest club on campus.
E-sports at Taylor comprises two units: competitive and
casual gaming.
Started in 2019 by Senior
Matthias Dean, the club was
created for Taylor students to
compete against other schools
in competitive gaming.
The club has since shifted towa rd a more ca sua l
environment.
“It started with me finding
a few people on campus who
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The 2020 esports team competes in a tournament.

like to play Rocket League and
then that turned into competing for the school and in other
games,” said Dean. “We didn’t
have any infrastructure built,
so I started working on creating Taylor’s esports club
so that it’s not just competitive but there’s casual gaming
as well.”

Events such as Call of Duty
and 2v2 Rocket League tournaments have been offered in
the past for students to play
and meet other gamers. Last
year, the club was able to
host the intramural final for
Rocket League live on stage
in Rediger.
The best way to f ind out

Prestigious honor awarded to Taylor PR campaign
Platinum award
achieved

A Taylor Universit y student-led public relations campaign was recently awarded a
platinum-level honor at the
2021 MarCom Awards.
T he Ma rCom Awa rds is
an internationa l competition that recognizes exceptional achievement through
creative entries f rom corporate marketing and commu n ic at ion depa r t ment s ,

advertising agencies, public
relations firms, design shops,
production companies and
freelancers.
MarCom is considered to
be one of the largest, most
respected competitions for
the communications industry in the world, according to
its website.
Entering in the public relations educational campaign
category, the team from Associate Professor of Communication Donna Downs’ cases
and campaigns class presented
an “Educational Campaign on
Opioid Awareness” for Grant
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Becah Schwartz
Staff Writer

County.
This campaign was inspired
from the statistics of the opioid crisis that claimed nearly
900,000 lives throughout the
U.S. since 1999.
In a n ef for t to prevent
t h is nu mber f rom g row i ng
l a rger, t he t e a m a t t empted a cou nt y-w ide day to remove u nu sed prescr ipt ion
d r u g s f rom t he c om mu n it y a nd educate schools a nd
chu rches on the da ngers of
th is cr isis.
“This is very exciting news,
and I am grateful for each of
the students, par tners, Dr.
Follow The Echo on
Instagram, Twitter
& Facebook
@Echo_TaylorU

Dow ns and the Lord for this Awards are given at three lev- honorable mentions, 24% were
op p or t u n it y t o s how c a s e els; platinum, gold and honor- awarded gold and 17% were
awarded a platinum level, the
our hard work ,” Claire Nie- able mentions.
Of all the entries, 10% were AWARD continues on Page 2
shalla, a junior multimedia
journalism major, said in a
universit y press release. “I
am humbled to have worked
a longside each of these inc re d ible men a nd women
There will not be a new edition of
in an effort to clear out unThe Echo on Monday, Nov. 29 folused prescription drugs from
Grant Count y communit y’s
lowing Thanksgiving break. The
homes.”
next and final print edition will be
In the 2021 MarCom Awards
available on Dec. 6.
competition, over 6,000 entries
from 41 countries were preHappy Thanksgiving!
sented to judges; a panel made
up of industry professionals.
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Scavenger hunt promotes Writing Center services
Various services
highlighted
Payne Moses
News Co-Editor

On Nov. 9, the Writing Center
hosted a mystery event for all
Taylor students inspired by the
university’s 175th anniversary.
Every semester, Julie Moore,
director of the Writing Center,
and her tutors seek to create
new ways to engage with students and provide more familiarity about what they offer.
Last October, they launched
“The Lost Art of Letter Writing ” where each residence
hall was given stamps in effort to encourage students to
write letters. During the week’s
campaign, Carie King, associate professor of English, and
Elizabeth George, associate
professor of history, gave a
presentation on the rhetorical
background of letter writing.
Senior Hannah Tienvieri,
co-leading consultant of the
Writing Center, said this scavenger hunt was the first of its
kind.
The event was based on a
specific narrative — a student
was tasked with writing a research paper and participants
in the hunt had to find their
research notes. Junior Kharis
Rutherford, a tutor, said they

Photograph by provided by Hannah Tienvieri

Lily Moore, Jaylynn Dunsmore and Alli Pflugne won the hunt.

worked with Ashley Chu, university archivist and librarian,
to come up with interesting
facts, particularly about buildings at Taylor.
Group and solo teams arrived at Zondervan Library
between 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. to
receive their first clue for the
mystery hunt. Along with gathering the clues, participants
were tasked with filling in
blanks within the notes.
Examples of fill-in-the-blank

answers were that Ayres was
once Taylor’s library and the
Dome was once the dining hall.
Tienvieri said she and the
other tutors originally thought
it would take 30 minutes for
students to complete the hunt,
but the average time ended up
being closer to 15 minutes. Ultimately, the team who reached
Zondervan fastest was sophomore Lily Moore and freshmen Jaylynn Dunsmore and
Alli Pflugner.

Once each participant returned to the library, Tienvieri
and her fellow tutors spoke
to them about different services the Writing Center and
the library offer. For example, the research assistants
were highlighted as resources
for finding sources for papers
and projects.
Additionally, the interlibrary
loan was highlighted as a service where students can gain
access to books from various

consortia if Zondervan does
not have the text.
Taylor students can make
online appointments with the
Writing Center or physically
submit papers for written feedback, a new service that began
last school year. Face-to-face
support is offered on a limited
basis because of COVID-19, but
online services enable tutors
to assist students over a video
call system.
“ Students aren’t always
aware that the Writing Center
exists, and that it’s a service
that’s available to them completely for free,” Tienvieri said.
While listening to the tutors,
several autumn treats were
available for participants, including apples, cookies and
Halloween-themed candy. The
winning team received extra
goodies for their efforts.
Out of the many pieces to the
writing process, Tienvieri said
she most enjoys brainstorming, asking students questions
and prompting them to think
through whatever topic they
are tackling.
Rutherford said she
loves helping fellow Taylor students with outlining
and brainstorming.
“A lot of times people think
they need to come to the Writing Center just for heavy writing assignments or they need

to have some fully f leshed
out paper before they come
in,” Rutherford said. “Both of
those things are untrue … If
you come in with a blank slate,
we will work with you.”
Rutherford debunked the
common notion that the Writing Center only exists for
English and literature assignments, referencing her work
on chemistry lab reports and
math papers.
More than anything, Rutherford said being a writing tutor
has taught her patience and
how to be empathetic regardless of a student’s endeavor.
“(Being a tutor) has really
taught me patience with writing, with life,” Rutherford said.
“How to meet people where
they are … (The Writing Center) is just a really safe place.
I know if I ever need anything,
I can go to one of the tutors …
It’s just part of what makes Taylor so incredible.”
The Writing Center plans to
host this mystery event again
in the spring, but with less surrounding competition.
For all student’s information,
the Writing Center’s hours are
Monday-Thursday 1-5 p.m. and
7-9 p.m., Fridays 1-4 p.m. and
Sundays 7-9 p.m. To schedule
an appointment, visit www.taylor.mywconline.com.
echo@taylor.edu

From the Archives: The Brotherhood’s First Turkey Tackle
Published in The
Echo Nov. 18, 2011
Emily Luttrull
Staff Writer

Thi s we ekend , stud ent s
willing to skip class start
heading home for the
long-awaited Thanksgiving
break. But those who stick
around will be able to watch
an event of Mayf lower proportions occur on campus.
The first-ever Broho Turkey
Hunt will take place Monday,
Nov. 21.
O n e l u c ky (o r u n l u c ky)
f re s h m a n h a s b e e n c h o sen to be the Turkey, which
entails dressing up as the
holi d ay bird and r unnin g
around campus, waiting to
be tackled by residents of
the Brotherhood.
“It will be happening all
day long and culminating in
the Broho turkey roast open

AWARD continued from Page 1

highest honor that MarCom
gives.
Excellence in the platinum
category recognizes winners
for quality, creativity and resourcefulness of a campaign.
“I’m proud of my students,”
Downs said. “They seek excellence in their work, and in this
situation, their dedication
and hard work has been recognized. For this particular

house, prepared by Broho’s
own expert chef Joel Helms,
who is currently single,” said
junior Joey O lson , an eager participant.
Aside from the Turkey, competitors are split between
two teams, Pilgrims and Indians. If a member of Broho spots the elusive Turkey,
they are obligated to chase
him until the Turkey ’s capture or escape.
“To give the illusion of reality, the hunt will take place only
where turkeys may be found in
nature. Anywhere outside of a
building is fair game to catch
the turkey,” Olson said.
Although there is method to
what outsiders may consider
mad- ness, some Pilgrims may
not want to play by these rules.
“The only rule that I have
really heard is that you keep
tackling th e Turkey until
he stops moving,” said junior Bl ake Wi l li am s, th e

current Phubbbbbbbbs.
The idea of the Turkey Hunt
came about in response to
what Olson called a “general Thanksgiving malaise on
campus.”
The Brotherhood hatched
this plan to bring the spirit
of Thanksgiving and holiday
cheer to Upland.
“We in the Brotherhood are
proud of our heritage and our
Thanks- giving tradition,” Olson said. “In an act of national solidarity, we invite campus
to bring the turkey back to
the table.”
Carson Hendricks is the fortunate freshman chosen to be
the Turkey through a secret
process that can’t be divulged.
“ That detail cannot be
disclosed, but suffice to say
that the Turkey is a member of the Brotherhood who
we believe can digest massive amounts of growth hormone, live off unnatural feed

for most of his life and , in
the end, supply us with the
best and most nutritious turkey roast,” Olson said. “ With
those criteria it was a pretty
easy selection.”
“As to whether it is an honor or a punishment, I think it
will be an honor,” Hendricks
said. “Not quite sure though.
There are some pretty big
guys on Broho . . . and I’m just
hoping they don’t tackle me
too hard.”
Mothers can rest assured
knowing that rules preventing
extreme injury are in place. It
may be a hunt, but it’s still just
a game.
“ We are not barbarians,
Photograph provided by Naturally Curious
and because the nature of
The Brotherhood’s annual freshman turkey hunt
any hunt can be a bit gruehas its 10th anniversary this year.
some, we have decided to apply what we call the Rule of
Despite the risks, partici- fun traditions,” Hendrick s
the Turkey, namely try not pants are looking forward to s a i d . “ I ’m e x c i t e d t o b e
to inflict bodily harm to the Monday ’s festive events — p a r t o f t h e s t a r t o f t h i s
Turkey if at all possible,” Ol- even the Turkey.
n ew tradition .”
son said.
“ B r o h o h a s s o m e re a l ly
echo@taylor.edu

Subscribe to The Echo

Receive a print edition in the mail for
$30/semester or $55 for a full year.
Email echo@taylor.edu or visit
theechonews.com for more information.

The Echo is hiring
Photograph by Taylor Public Relations

The cases and campaigns class raises awareness on the Opioid Crisis.

campaign, our client (CORE)
appreciated what we offered
them, and we were honored to
team up with Marion General
Hospital to both educate the
county about opioid abuse and
help remove vulnerable drugs
f rom med icine cabinets in
Grant County.”
In add ition to receiv ing
the title, platinum w inners
are given a detailed MarCom
statuette trophy to symbolize

this achievement.
This is not the f irst time
Tay lor ha s rec eived such
an honor. In 2017, four campaigns were awarded at the
MarCom Awards, w ith two
w inning platinum and two
winning gold.
Overall, receiving this award
shows that students are highly capable of creating an excellent and effective public
relations campaign.

Students involved in this
honor have an advantage to
show the world outside of
Taylor that they seek excellence and can perform at a
high level.
All winners of both platinum
and gold levels for the 2021
competition can be found on
the MarCom Awards website
(www.marcomawards.com/
winners).
echo@taylor.edu

Want to gain experience in your field or get involved
on campus? The Echo is hiring for the following
positions for Spring semester:
• Online Editor
• Designers
• Photographers
• News writers
Apply through the QR code below!

Contact echo@taylor.edu with questions.
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Riggleman creates social work project
Class works to reduce
mental health stigma
Marissa Muljat
Features Co-Editor

How can learning be centered
on the community?
In Assistant Professor of Social Work Kara Riggleman’s Social Work Process and Practice
3 course, the integration of community service and learning is a
clear theme and goal.
Riggleman’s course, which is
often referred to as “Communities,” focuses on macro social work.
She explained how normally when people think of social
work, they think of it on the
micro-level, but Riggleman is
a macro-level practitioner. Her
macro-level expertise has allowed her to teach courses
of this branch of social work
at Taylor.
This past summer, Riggleman
was able to begin piecing together a project with a local doctor.
Through this project, she was
able to take macro social work
to a more tangible level for the
nine students in her course.
“What I specialize in and what
this project was about is more
macro, so kind of systems, community development, policy, engagement — things like that that
are kind of bigger level interventions to help folks,” Riggleman
said. “So, we do one on one work
with macro, but we're more kind
of focused on how the system
can improve the lives of people.”
Dr. Jennifer Clamme of Hartford City came to Taylor’s social
work department explaining
how she has been overrun with
patients, particularly those with
mental health needs.
Clamme’s request for aid
spurred a burst of thinking and
planning on Riggleman’s part.
“The micro-level kind of intervention there is to send in a
counselor and like help there,”
Riggleman said. “But systems
— how do we offload those clients so that they don't have to go
to her for mental health needs,
right like in the first place?
One way that Riggleman decided that she and her class

Photograph provided by Kara Riggleman

Students in Kara Riggleman’s Social Work Process and Practice 3 class helped out with a fall festival in Hartford City.

would help out was through
a survey.
The goal of this survey is to
assess the needs of the Hartford
City community. The class hopes
to find out what the community
knows about mental health and
what their needs are regarding
mental health.
“What do you know about
mental health services in the
area?” Riggleman asked. “Do you
know how to access them? Do
you have transportation? Is there
a need for X,Y and Z services and
just kind of learning like what
the community needs?”
She explained that the results
from the survey are starting to
display a negative connotation
and stigma toward receiving
mental health services.
Hoping to reduce this stigma,
Riggleman and her students also
helped plan and run a fall festival in Hartford City. They partnered with Purdue Extension
and 4-H, who already had this
event in place.
The festival resembled a

community trunk or treat, and
Riggleman’s class invited several counselors and mental health
service providers to be present
as resources for the community.
“One thing I’m learning is
that the Hartford City community longs for Taylor to be present there, and I think they just
love (it) when students come,”
Riggleman said.
At the event, students passed
out little bags of candy that contained mental health resource
guides inside.
My students developed this
handy little resource guide,” Riggleman said. “So for folks that
you know, are facing domestic
abuse and violence, for instance,
they have phone numbers here
and websites. So, my students
just kind of got in touch with all
of the service providers in the
area and made sure all of that
contact information was right.”
Riggleman’s class is divided into three working groups
and she consistently checks in
with each group to ensure that

everyone is on task, events are
planned and prepared for, the
right phone calls are being made
and other tasks are complete.
This course has been much
more unpredictable than the
other courses she teaches, which
is challenging at times, but overall, rewarding.
“It’s been highly collaborative,
which has been fun and very immersive like I think I've only lectured a handful of times, and I
kind of love that,” Riggleman
said. “I think as a college student, you probably get enough
lecturing. Just being over there
in Hartford City I think has been
probably the most powerful part
of the learning experience.”
The students in her class were
also able to attend a city council meeting and meet with the
Hartford City mayor to present
their community assessment of
the city.
Community assessments are
tools that macro social workers
use to learn more about a specific community. The assessment

conducted by Riggleman’s class
consisted of both qualitative and
quantitative data that is of interest and value to the city council
and mayor.
Through each of the projects
that Riggleman and her students
are doing, her goal is to center
the community of Hartford City
and support what they are already doing.
“The truth is, they're just already doing really cool things in
Hartford City, and they just have
invited us along for the ride,”
Riggleman said. “And so we're
honored to be a part of that.”
Riggleman believes that this
project will not only have a positive impact on the Hartford
City community but also on
her students.
She highlights the biggest
lessons her students have
been able to learn through this
partnership.
“I think that they've learned
the power of collaborating with
one another and collaborating
with the community and like
how we just get so much more
done when we're not working
alone,” Riggleman said.
She hopes that the continued collaboration and efforts of
this course will reduce the stigma around mental health, and
also, display to the community who they should see when
they suffer from various mental
health issues.
“My hope kind of from that big
picture lens is to alleviate some
of the strain on (Clamme) by redirecting where those patients
might go,” Riggleman said.
Riggleman encourages the
students of Taylor to push themselves outside the Taylor bubble
and become more involved with
the surrounding communities.
She hopes that in the future,
there is a greater intentional overlap between the Taylor
community and the community
of Hartford City.
“Once you get to know people, you see that there's so much
happening behind closed doors
and behind walls that you just
wouldn't grasp if you're just driving through (their city),” Riggleman said.
echo@taylor.edu
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Empty Bowls: Good soup promotes a good cause
Students, faculty
participate in fundraiser
Katie Pfotzer
Staff Writer

The return of healthy competition for a good cause. That
was the heart and soul of this
year’s Empty Bowls.
Considered a cross between
an event and a fundraiser, Empty Bowls, everyone’s favorite
soup for charity occasion, took
place on Nov. 3.
“It is an event geared toward
poverty awareness both in Upland and around the world,” senior and World Opportunities
Co-director Emma Stotz said.
The event was put on by the
World Opportunities cabinet of
Taylor World Outreach (TWO).
The cabinet coordinates the
art department to make the
bowls, the professors to bring

soup to the soup-making competition and the Hodson Dining Commons to rent the space
and set up, as well as the charity of choice.
World Opportunities chose to
raise funds for the Congo Initiative this year, an organization
associated with the graduate assistant for TWO, Kizito
Kalima.
On their website, this organization “educates ethical leaders who have integrity; invests
in a sustainable vibrant Congolese society; and develops
grassroots initiatives for peace,
hope, and justice.”
The Congo Initiative seeks to
remedy some of the country’s
issues by empowering their
own people to be leaders in
their country across industries.
Stotz emphasized the multifaceted approach the organization has taken with the

Photograph by Kennedy Underwood

Empty Bowls is a charity fundraiser put on by TWO and occurred on Nov. 3.

problems facing their country,
emphasizing not only poverty-eliminating initiatives but
also education.
The schooling used to be
adult-focused.
“But then they realized that
there kept being this snag of
younger kids to take care of,”
Stotz said. “So now there are
lower school opportunities for
the children of the students.”
The event gets the whole student body involved.
The wheel throwing class
of eight people produced 130
unique bowls, all of which sold
out in the first 30 minutes of
the event.
There were also 12 soups
available for students to choose
from, the winner being a white
chicken chili.
Hall director and soup judge
Peter Yeung said there was one
obvious winner of the soup
tasting competition.
Yeung, along with two of his
colleagues judged the soups on
several criteria including taste,
look and creativity.
Yeung did mention that the
winning soup was not considered the most creative, however, because it was not the only
white chicken chili.
A ss o c i a t e P r of e ss o r of
Computer Science and Engineering Jeff Cramer has participated six times with his
similar-to-the-winning soup.
“I think Empty Bowls is an
amazing event and I try to
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Olson Hall Director Jessie Woodring serves her soup to students at Empty Bowls.

support it every year with my
chicken tortilla soup,” Cramer
said. “I don’t think my chicken
tortilla soup will ever win because it is not fancy, but it is
comfort food and I think everyone likes it.”
This was one of the events
that changed significantly due
to the pandemic regulations.

Last year, students remember
receiving soup recipes with
their bowls.
This year, the event looked
more similar to normal though
on a smaller scale. In a 2018
Echo News article, the event
was recorded to have 223
bowls for sale along with over
20 soups, all of which students

lined up for an hour and a half
early to guarantee their place
in line.
But many are hopeful for the
future of this event.
“There were fewer soups this
year,” Cramer said. “I hope next
year we can make it back to the
huge room full of soups.”
echo@taylor.edu
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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government
for a redress of grievances.”—The First Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution
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Our View
Turkey day or ham day?
Thanksgiving: a holiday
marked by the practice of giving thanks and the presence of
turkey… or is it ham?
An article recently published
by The Washington Post revealed that Americans consume
around 46 million turkeys and
24.75 million pounds of bone-in
ham each Thanksgiving — statistics that highlight the popularity of both entrées.
Tradition may favor the turkey, but ham remains in demand. This growing tension has
given rise to the great Thanksgiving debate: Team Turkey or
Team Ham?
Both may be valid options, but
which Thanksgiving centerpiece
is superior?
While taste should be a consideration when choosing between the two, nutritional
impact should also be given a
voice in the conversation.
An article recently posted on
Foodstruct, a nutrition comparison and search site, reveals
that turkey is richer in vitamins,
protein, phosphorus, copper and
magnesium.
However, turkey is also higher in fat and cholesterol than its
counterpart. Ham is richer in
zinc, potassium and iron — but
contains significantly higher
amounts of sodium. To simplify
the argument, turkey is a fresh
white meat while ham is a cured
processed meat. This means that
ham contains greater levels of
both sodium and nitrate, which
can negatively impact the consumer’s overall health more significantly than turkey.
Of course, the health effects
of your Thanksgiving turkey
or ham stem in part from the
manner in which you cook your
meat. In light of this, be mindful when preparing your food
of the impact that will have on
your health.
Regardless of how it is prepared, turkey remains the
healthier meat.
Team Turkey: 1. Team Ham: 0
When choosing your Thanksgiving entree, also take into consideration the ethical treatment
of the animals in question. Although most pigs and turkeys
are raised with the end goal of
consumption, the humane care

of those animals should be a
concern regardless.
Unfortunately, neither the
pork industry nor the poultry
industry has positive reputations when the issue of ethics
is raised. The overwhelming
majority of both pigs and turkeys in the U.S. are raised on
factory farms known as Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFO) — farms which
are infamous for the conditions in which they raise and
care for the animals in their
charge.
Foodprint, a resource designed to support ethical food
choices, states that the majority of turkey CAFOs keep
their birds in overpopulated
sheds with no access to the
outdoors. The turkeys’ beaks
are clipped and the conditions
in the CAFOs make them far
more susceptible to disease.
Comparatively, hogs are raised
by thousands in climate-controlled barns next to piles of
their own feces. Research has
proven that pigs, shown to
be intelligent and social animals, sustain cognitive impairment in these conditions
— becoming stressed and aggressive when restricted from
their natural environments
and behaviors.
While there may seem to
be no clear winner (or loser)
in this conversation, turkeys
suffer one more blow.
In recent years, the demand
for lean white meat has led
to selective breeding among
poultry. This pressure to produce specific types of turkeys
has led to the extinction of
what are now called “heritage
breeds.” This in turn has led
to a loss of biodiversity that
makes future turkeys more
susceptible to disease.
Turkeys are now at greater risk, and so, from the
viewpoint of the entrées in
question:
Team Turkey : 1. Team
Ham: 1
Taste and treatment aside,
which is the kindest cut in relation to the environment? In
other words, what “foodprint”
does each centerpiece leave?
TURKEY continues on Page 7

Illustration by Mia Hershberger

It’s 10 a.m. on a Friday.
You walk over to chapel. Sit in
the same seat as always. Talk to
the same friends as always. Sing
three songs as always.
Then the speaker comes up on
stage. Sammy cheers uproariously. As always.
Before the speaker dives into
their message for the morning,
they give a shoutout to their old
wing.
Now I’m not saying there is
anything wrong with this progression of chapel mornings. I delight immensely in the routine of
chapel that is timed almost down
to the minute. I’m awed by the
chapel bands who play and sing
with such power and walk away
from many speakers’ messages
encouraged and ready to conquer the rest of my day.
However, the lack of diversity — in both our routine and the
speakers we hear from — often
leaves me wondering what we’re
actually missing during these
times.
What sermons, words of encouragement, whispers of hope
are we as students not even getting the chance to hear because
we aren’t asking the right voices to share with us during those
times?
I did a little digging to find
out. Bear with me as we trudge
through some numbers to find
meaning.
In fall 2019, we had 42 total
chapels. Of those chapels, 31
were regular speaker-led chapels. Of those 31, only six were
led by female speakers. One was
led by a male/female duo. The
other 24 were led by men. Percentage-wise, that boils down
to only 19% of chapels in fall of
2019 having a non-male-preached
message. Had we not had a female president at the time, that
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Heather Larson is Taylor’s only female Spiritual Renewal speaker in the last 10 years.

number would be reduced to 12%.
The following fall, in 2020, we
saw similar numbers. Only 18%
of speakers were women. That
number would become 11% if
there would have been a male
president.
In spring 2021 the numbers
climbed a little bit. 27% of speakers were female. 21% if our president was male.
These shocking numbers don’t
stop at just regular chapel services. No, they get worse.
In the past 20 semesters of
Spiritual Renewal services that
could be found online, only one
(one!) was female-led. In fall
2014, Heather Larson was the
key speaker for Spiritual Renewal.
Still, that was over five years ago.
All of the students currently at
Taylor have never heard anyone
besides a male lead a Spiritual Renewal service.
I imagine if I were to break
down how many of those chapel
speakers weren’t white, the numbers would be even more revealing of our lack of diversity.
I don’t dispute the fact that
God moves through every chapel speaker to allow them to speak
powerful and resonant messages. However, I do think that we
do a disservice to the 55% of our

students who are female and 16%
of our students who aren’t white
and don’t get to see themselves
represented in the faces of those
delivering the impactful chapel messages.
For many female and minority
students, the walls beyond Taylor
will consist of a similar context
to the one they’re already experiencing: a disparate amount of
white men in prominent leadership positions.
So why aren’t we using the four
years they are in this bubble to
show a picture of what equal
representation should look like?
If we as students aren’t spending our 18–22 year old years (at
a Christian institution) getting a
glimpse at what a community of
equal representation looks like,
then how will we move beyond
this place with an aim to replicate
this in our future communities?
If we aren’t experiencing a little bit of discomfort as we learn
and grow inside the walls of Taylor, are we doing a disservice to
our whole-person development?
Andrea Summers, campus
pastor and dean of spiritual
formation at Indiana Wesleyan University, offers two areas
of opportunity for diversity that
chapel provides. First, she says,
diverse speakers who see the
world through a different lens allow us to experience a more balanced approach to the Bible and
Christian community.
Second, diversity in chapel
speakers allows students’ imaginations to be expanded.
“There is a saying that ‘you
cannot be what you cannot see,’”
Summers said. “In fact, studies
have shown that people are often limited by the examples of
leadership they have been exposed to. What better time to
offer the stunningly beautiful diversity of Kingdom leadership
than when students are in college

developing their own callings,
passions and identities.”
So, Taylor University chapel
leadership, I ask you that same
question: what better time is
there than now to offer a beautifully diverse array of chapel
speakers for students to learn
from and engage with?
Additionally, offer students and
faculty a way to get involved in
the chapel speaker selection process. Invite input from students
who have experienced diverse
leaders in their own communities and want to share those experiences with the rest of the
student body.
Taylor students, I encourage
you to embrace the discomfort that can come with breaking from our usual way of doing
things. If Taylor chapel chooses to bend toward diversity, we
as a student body will experience growing pains as our normal Monday, Wednesday, Friday
chapels take on a different shape.
As you prepare for this growth,
consider speakers who may bring
a needed level of diversity to our
chapel services. Jon Cavanagh,
campus pastor, said that chapel
speakers are selected anywhere
from a few weeks to a year out,
so there may yet be time to see
speakers from your communities
on stage in the spring semester.
Three times a week, hundreds
of students choose to come to
worship, learn and engage in
community together through
chapel as the body of Christ.
While they’re there, we might
as well show a better glimpse of
what the global body of Christ
looks like: men and women of all
ethnicities learning and worshipping together.
For further dialogue on this
topic please contact me at ellie_
tiemens@taylor.edu or write into
The Echo at echo@taylor.edu.

echo@taylor.edu

From Introduction to Media Writing: Letters to Editor
Worship encourages unity
Dear Editor:
On Wednesday, Oct. 20, 2021, Lifegate Worship from Lifegate Church
in Denver, Co., came to campus to
offer a night of worship in the Rediger auditorium.
This worship night was successful with many students in attendance
feeling connected to the Holy Spirit
and renewed by the healing power of
our Lord Jesus Christ.
I believe that Taylor needs to have
more worship nights like these.
I think that it would be very beneficial for Taylor University to bring worship bands from churches around the
area as well as churches from around
the country like Lifegate Church.
There are many students at

Taylor that feel most connected to
God through worship music.
If students were able to experience
powerful worship and connection
with the Lord more frequently, I believe the spiritual health and well-being of students would improve.
This would also provide connections between students and local
churches and cultivate relationships
between Taylor and churches in the
area.
Ultimately, Taylor University needs
more powerful worship more frequently in order to improve campus culture.

Got anything
to add?

Letters to the Editor
300 word limit
No sources required
Include academic year

Let’s change PAs to RAs

Dear Editor:
The term ‘resident assistant’ (RA)
is used in almost every college to
describe the leader on a dorm/floor
that students can go to about anything they need. At Taylor University,
we use the term ‘personnel assistant’
(PA) to describe the same role. I believe Taylor should abolish the PA job
title and replace it with the RA title
because it is too confusing and niche
to future employers and people outside the Taylor community.
Many RAs in college put that title
on resumes because it shows leadership and ability to hold great responsibility. ‘Resident assistant’ is
Meredith Fisher recognizable to every employer in
Sophomore the country because it is traditionally

Guest Columns
600 word limit
3 expert sources
required

the title of the role. ‘Personnel assistant’ can not only be applied to other unrelated jobs, but it’s also not as
commonly used and is confusing to
put on a resume.
Explaining to family and friends
what a PA is just takes more time
than just saying RA. It is a small annoyance, but it would make telling
people so much easier.
Taylor should just switch the
PA job title to RA because it would
not change the job and the context would be easier to understand
to employers and people outside Taylor.

Emily Crosier
Sophomore
Submissions due Monday at 5 p.m.
The Echo only accepts column submissions
from
current faculty, staff and students.
Email your contribution to
echo@taylor.edu or
contact Emma Stotz for more information.
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Taylor Chorale offers a call to awareness
‘In the Middle’ utilizes
multiple mediums

Danielle Pritchard
Staff Writer

“In the Middle,” Chorale’s event
on mental health, brought together various forms of art to
discuss the often unbroached
stigma and severity around
mental health circumstances.
Through music and spoken word,
a conversation on mental health
was started.
Performed in Euler Atrium on
Nov. 4, the showcase was a collaboration between the Counseling Center and Taylor’s music,
theatre and dance department.
With poetry and reflections from
both students and faculty, each
performance was personal to the
Taylor community.
Some of the submissions focused on a particular event in the
writer’s life, but many were more
general in their approach to battles such as dysmorphia, self hatred and helplessness.
The namesake of the event, a
song written by Barbara Cooker,
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Kaitlyn Gillenwater utilizes art as
a medium to express herself.
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Taylor University’s Chorale hosted their event, “In The Middle” in Euler Atrium on Nov. 4.

capitalizes on the passage of time
and the author’s anxiety over
change, but the material at large
encourages taking time to consider other situations.
Most of the submissions were
available for viewing in an open
gallery, stretching over the walls

of the Euler atrium. Each of the
pieces was displayed with a visual produced by Katie Ito, a junior majoring in Pre-Art Therapy
at Taylor.
Ito was introduced to “In
the Middle” by a friend in Chorale and Sounds, and invited to

contribute by Assistant Professor
of Music and Director of Chorale
and Sounds, Reed Spencer. In two
weeks, Ito made art pieces for 18
of the 27 written submissions,
spending hours on those with
heavy stories.
“Every person who submitted

pieces of their journey to this
concert, trusted us with their
stories, having no idea what we
would do with them,” Ito said.
“Knowing that throughout this
art-making process was so scary
and daunting, but also profoundly empowering for me as a
creative.”
Individuals were transparent
with their struggles through writing, and were met with equal clarity in their exhibition.
“I receive (the community’s
work), and it nourishes me,” Ito
said. “I make work from that
place and offer it back to them
and to the rest of the world as a
gift so that it in turn can nourish them.”
Theatre students used jarring
movement for choreographed sequences, while the chorale led by
Spencer sang brilliant compositions from a multitude of positions around the audience.
Bethany Myers, a freshman
who performed with the Chorale
for “In the Middle,” also felt the
value of the program’s sincerity.
“I think that this performance
opened the door to honest

conversations,” Myers said. “The
performance created a safe space
for others to comfort each other
and let them know that they are
not alone.”
A number of viewers sat along
the perimeter of the higher
floors, but every audience member was made a participant,
whether by singers among the
crowd or other means. The show
was framed by interactive acts,
opened with a liturgy requiring
responses and closed with a candle-lit blessing.
The candles were electric but
effective when held up by the
choir and later laid out around
the displays, a visible expression
of the unification of campus.
“In The Middle” aimed to start
many important conversations
on campus about the realities
of mental health. The goal was
to create a space for dialogue to
occur. The hope from this event
was that these conversations
do not die out, but rather, they
continue to occur, bringing a
greater awareness to the stigma
surrounding mental health.
echo@taylor.edu

Jenkins appreciation for music grows at Taylor
Chris Jenkins pursues
music education
Maddy Newitt
Staff Writer

A passion for music and a love
for others. This is what motivates
junior Chris Jenkins to pursue a
degree in music education while
also pursuing God.
Jenkins started his music quest
on the piano in third grade.
Around the age of 10 or 11, he
was introduced into the band.
The saxophone quickly became
his instrument of choice.
Then around eighth grade, Jenkins was encouraged to develop
his musical skill set and he began
taking private music lessons. Later in high school, Jenkins taught
piano and saxophone to kids
ranging from 5 to 13 years old.
“I had a lot of encouraging
voices which continuously told
me to keep pursuing music,” Jenkins said.
When college decision time

came, Jenkins visited different
universities with two primary factors in mind: the character of the
professors and how they would
contribute to his future development in music.
Jenkins ultimately chose Taylor where he became involved in
more music groups and learned
new instruments. He’s found his
musical ability has flourished
while he’s learned with other
people who are also passionate
about music.
During his time at Taylor, Jenkins’ love for music encompassed
his future career, leading him to
studying music education.
Jenkins became involved in
Taylor’s Chorale and used his vocals in his music theory classes
when needed.
“Singing is helpful to educate and model good tone,” Jenkins said.
With Jenkins’ new set of vocal
skills, he has grown in his musical ability and learned to play
a broader genre from more diverse composers. He feels more

comfortable with different styles
than he used to be.
“I can appreciate a lot more
music,” Jenkins said.
Although Jenkins has a passion for his major, required work
sometimes dulls the enjoyment.
When these instances occur, the
music feels more like homework.
However, Jenkins noted that his
passion for music is therapeutic
to him.
He has grown close with his
peers and made friends with
many students from the music
department. The students of the
music department, his parents
and his grandparents provide
great encouragement for his success in applying his set of musical
skills to his life now and in his future career.
Jenkins also sees music as a
way to worship God. He acknowledges the creative process of music is a significant contributor
to his passion for music alongside the ease of glorifying God
through his talents.
“The more I practice, the better

A&E
EVENTS

Chorale & Sounds
Christmas Concert
Dec. 4 @ 7:30 p.m.
Rediger Auditorium

Symphony
Orchestra

Dec. 5 @ 7:30 p.m.
Rediger Auditorium
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Chris Jenkins treasures his time at Taylor University.

I get, so I keep practicing, and
when I am not feeling well, I’ll
sit at the piano and play random
stuff,” Jenkins said. “God gave us
music, and it’s a really easy way
to worship him.”

Looking toward the future, in
January, Jenkins will be involved
in the upcoming play, “Little
Women,” where he will be playing
the clarinet in the pit orchestra.
echo@taylor.edu

MPO Holiday Pops
Concert
Dec. 17 @ 7:30 p.m.
Rediger Auditorium

‘Eternals’ MCU film polarizes critics and audience
Newest MCU film
swings for the fences
Lucas Bertsche
Staff Writer

Oscar-winning director Chloe
Zhao crafts a divisive superhero
epic unlike anything previously seen in the Marvel Cinematic
Universe for better and for worse.
The film tells the story of the
Eternals, a group of 10 immortals sent to Earth millennia ago
to protect humanity from the
monstrous Deviants. Directed
not to interfere in any human
conflicts unless Deviants are involved, the Eternals wrestle with
these orders of neutrality as a
world-ending threat emerges and
a newfound secret begins to tear
their team apart.
“Eternals” has polarized fans
with some audiences lauding it
as one of Marvel’s best, and others claiming it’s the worst film
they have ever put out. Notably,
the film currently has the lowest
Rotten Tomatoes score of any
MCU film and was the first to be
labeled rotten on the site.
Personally, I’m pretty conflicted too.
I found so much to love, but
the execution was far from perfect. It’s an ambitious movie to a
fault, forging uncharted territory while still clinging desperately
to the tried and true MCU tropes.
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The newest MCU film, “Eternals,” was released on Nov. 5.

Just explaining the plot, especially spoiler-free, is a difficult
task due to its gargantuan scope.
The story is told non-linearly, cutting between the present and various points throughout human
history. It’s stuffed with juicy
lore accompanied by frequent
exposition dumps and sprinkled
with many twists and turns along
the way.
Beyond just an epic scale, the
story tries to dig deeper than

previous Marvel films, delving
into all kinds of philosophical
and morally complex questions.
Sadly, there just isn’t enough
runtime to fully explore them,
and the movie winds up feeling
overstuffed as evidenced by an
unnecessary villain subplot that
probably should have been saved
for a sequel.
On the positive side, the film
is anchored by an investing,
on-again, off-again romance

between Sersi (Gemma Chan)
and Ikaris (Richard Madden)
who propel us on a classic getthe-band-back-together trek
across the country. Along this
journey, we’re introduced to the
other Eternals played brilliantly by a whole host of Hollywood
A-listers like Angelina Jolie, Selma Hayek and Kumail Nanjiani.
“Eternals” continues MCU’s
trend of telling character centric
stories. While it would be nearly

impossible to fully flesh out all 10
Eternals, the film does its best to
give each of them a unique personality, world view and character arc. My personal favorite of
the bunch was the lovable brute
Gilgamesh (Ma Dong-seok) and
his heartwarming, unconditional love for Thena (Jolie).
Two other standout emotional
arcs were Phastos’ (Brian Tyree
Henry) rediscovery of the good in
humanity through his husband

and son and Ikaris’ struggle with
the burden of knowledge and his
Superman-esque persona. The
actions and internal conflicts of
these characters grounded the
film’s fantastical story and kept
me riveted from start to finish.
“Eternals” also stands out
from a visual perspective not only
in its depiction of breath-taking,
otherworldly beings and stunning action sequences but also
in its approach to quiet, down to
earth scenes. Zhao’s affinity for
practical locations and natural
lighting bring a necessary feeling of intimacy and humanity to
a story with characters that could
otherwise feel alien.
In the end, there’s so much I
love about this movie despite
the imperfections. It’s got all the
humor and action an MCU fan
wants all while trying to reach for
more. I walked out of the theater
conflicted, but I haven’t stopped
thinking about the movie, and
honestly, I much prefer this love/
hate feeling to the indifference I
had walking out of the enjoyable
but disposable “Black Widow.”
“Eternals” made me care. It
got me invested in a new set of
characters, captivated me with
a morally complex story, and expanded the world of the MCU tenfold. I have a feeling this is one I’ll
revisit often in the coming years.
echo@taylor.edu
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May Young shares her steps to Taylor
Introducing Taylor’s
Professor of the Year
Clara Elffers
Staff Writer

“Why me?”
This was May Young’s, associate professor and program director of biblical studies, initial
reaction to receiving the 2021
Taylor University Teaching Excellence and Campus Leadership Award.
She credited her shock to the
fact that she knows there are
so many amazing professors at
Taylor.
“I was very humbled to be the
person to receive it,” Young said.
Young’s journey to become
Taylor’s most recent Professor
of the Year Award recipient has
been marked by many steps, but
she testifies that God’s hand
can be seen guiding her through
every part of the process.
Born in Hong Kong, Young
came to the U.S. when she was
four months old and grew up in

changed however, when she felt
God calling her to quit and pursue a PhD in Theological Studies: Old Testament.
It took Young eight years to
attain her PhD. When she finished, her Master’s consultant,
Discipleship Assistant Carson,
introduced her to Taylor University, who was looking to hire
a one-year fill-in.
Young says that during her interview at Taylor, she fell in love
with the community and the
way the professors truly loved
and cared for their students.
She knew from the beginning
that she wanted to be a part of
what she saw.
Young wasn’t the only one
who saw something unique
in the interview process: after meeting with Young, Taylor
amended the initial contract to
Photograph by Kaelynn Shultz
offer her a full-time, permanent
Associate Professor of Biblical Studies May Young
position.
won Taylor’s Professor of the Year Award.
In her 7th year at Taylor,
the Chicago area. After graduat- world as a benefits consultant, Young finds herself in the curing from the University of Illi- simultaneously studying for a rent role of teaching Histornois, she worked in the business Masters of Divinity. Her plans ic Christian Belief, Biblical

Literature I, The Hebrew Language and Hebrew Prophets.
“I count it a privilege to be
able to teach the Bible,” Young
said.
It is already a passion of hers,
and the opportunity to share it
with students as her profession
is even better.
Yet another thing Young sees
as a privilege is simply getting
to know the students that she
teaches. Whether it’s over a
cup of coffee, during a meal or
through a mentorship program,
she enjoys hearing everybody’s
different stories and being a
part of their lives.
Through this connection with
students, Young observes a lot
of stress and pressure that they
put on themselves in order to
figure out their next steps. She
says that much of this could
be avoided if they are constantly reminded of the Scripture-based sentiment that this
is not what the Lord intends for
them to do.
“It’s okay you don’t have

e v e r y t h i n g f i g u r e d o u t ,”
Young said.
As long as we walk in surrender to the Lord, there should be
no worry, she said. The pressure to perform dissolves when
God proclaims that we are already dearly loved. This doesn’t
mean not preparing for things
to come, but rather fully trusting that the Lord will lead and
guide, come what may.
Young serves as an example of
this wholehearted trust in the
Lord, despite changes in plans.
“Even if we plan something,
it’s really the Lord’s will that
prevails anyways, right?” Young
said. “He’s the one who directs
our steps.”
Her advice, though directed
to Taylor students, can clearly
be seen applied in her own life.
Following Christ, Young’s steps
have been directed: from Hong
Kong to Chicago to the business
world to Taylor —and ultimately to the podium to receive her
well-deserved award.
echo@taylor.edu

The Echo editors share thankful thoughts
Staff shares what they are
thankful for this season
Holly Gaskill

Co-Editor in Chief
Though there have been ups
and downs that have brought
us here, we’ve nonetheless arrived at another Thanksgiving
season, a time to pause and
consider the many blessings
along the way. In the spirit of
the season, we asked some of
our Echo editors to share what
they are thankful for in 2021.
Senior Holly Gaskill, Co-Editor in Chief: “I’m really thankful for all the different ways
God has led me through this
year and provided for me in a
lot of ways I didn’t quite expect. It’s just been a really
beautiful year to see how God
has shown up in new friendships and opportunities.”
Senior Ellie Tiemens, Co-Editor in Chief: “I am thankful
that I have people in my life
who are praying for me and
(have) encouraged me in a lot
of different ways to make my
senior year fruitful. I’m also
thankful for ‘New Girl’ and the
Jumping Bean.”
Junior Hailey Hendricks,

A&E Editor : “ I am sup er
thankful for the opportunity just to be back on campus
with everyone this fall, for
the people I get to live with
and how God has just provided for this season in many,
many ways.”
Sophomore Kay Rideout,
L&T Co-Editor : “I’m thankful
for a really rich semester with
classes that challenge me and
friends that encourage me.”
Senior Leah Ryg, L&T Co-Editor : “I ’m thankful for this
year in general, even though
it’s looked different than past
years. I’m really thankful for
my roommates and for my
friends that are just really
life-giving and make me laugh
— they just love me like Jesus
does. And also, I think God
has been teaching me a lot of
things about himself and the
power of prayer and just providing for me.”
Emma Stotz, Opinions
Co-Editor : “I think that some
things I’ve been thankful for is
just how a lot of my relationships have deepened in really
unique ways that I haven’t experienced in a long time before this year. And so, that’s
just grown me and my ability

to interact with my friends
in more close and vulnerable ways.”
Sophomore Kyla Russell,
News Co-Editor : “This semester, I’m super thankful for the
new ways I’ve seen God manifest his faithfulness — a lot of
times through art and through
music, and that’s been different than in the past.”
J u n i o r M a r k u s Mi l l e r,
Co-Managing Editor : “I ’ve
been super thankful this semester for the consistency
and the foundation that the
Lord provides no matter what
you’re going through.”
S o p h o m o re Am e li a B o stick, Features Co-Editor :
“I’m really thankful for the
friendships that have grown
and been strengthened and
also the new friendships I’ve
been able to make, as well as
my fish, my cat and my dog.
Very thankful.”
Sophomore Marissa Muljat, Features Co-Editor : “I’m
thankful that this semester
has been filled with joy and
laughter and that I’m able to
feel at home at a place that is
so far from my home.”
Alan Blanchard, Faculty Adviser and Associate Professor
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The Echo staff has much to be thankful for this semester.

of Journalism: “I’m thankful
for several things. I’m thankful that Markus Miller has
so well represented his gender — it takes a lot of bravery to represent your gender
when you’re the only one (on
the Editorial Board) … And on
an even more positive note,

I am just so impressed, and
confirms what I’ve known all
along, that the female gender is superior to the male
gender. And the female editors and section editors and
designers have just done a
superb job. I have advised
student newspapers — this is

my 25th year — and I’ve never
had a more fun, more talented, more expert team of editors in my whole professional
career. And, of course, I appreciate my wife and my kids,
my grandkids and my son’s
two golden doodles.”
echo@taylor.edu

Features editors highlight unique people on campus
Muljat, Bostik use
Features to serve Taylor
Adeline Gonzalez
Staff Writer

Two Taylor students help
share the stories of inspiration around campus.
Sophomores Amelia Bostick
and Marissa Muljat are the coeditors of the Features section
for The Echo here at Taylor.
Both Muljat and Bostick got
involved in The Echo their
freshman year and became
passionate about highlighting some of the individuals on
campus who were doing new
and exciting things.
The two started off as staff
writers and didn’t know at the
time how they would soon
grow and develop into both
of them becoming writers,
designers and feature-section
co-editors for The Echo.
By being involved in almost ever y aspect of The
Echo, the two have been able
to build a greater appreciation
for journalism.
“I think journalism is a good
way to share people’s stories
and build community which is
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Marissa Muljat and Amelia Bostick co-edit The Echo’s Features section.

so important here at Taylor for
sure,” Bostick said. “Through
other people’s stories we are
able to unify the student body
to a greater extent.”
The features section is a
platform that allows different types of people from all
different backgrounds to be
given a chance for their story
to be told.
For Muljat, The Echo is a

form of ministry.
“I feel like The Echo is a
good way to serve people,”
Muljat said. “It’s kind of cool
to highlight specific people
and get to know those people
more, especially people you
wouldn’t otherwise know or
interact with.”
This is a way to love others effectively by truly getting
out of your immediate circle

to get to know your neighbors,
she said.
At an institution of higher
education where intentional
community is so valued, the
features section is an integral
part of this ideal.
By taking the time to read
someone else’s story you’re
putting in the effort to better
understand those around you.
“Every year there’s a whole

new class of people who can
be interviewed for features
and there are always new people coming into different positions at Taylor,” Bostick said.
Because of this, there is
always a new stor y to be
shared or something new to
be highlighted.
The features section isn’t
only about a single person,
but it brings to light events
and activities that students
believe are important.
One of Muljat and Bostick’s
favorite feature interviews
was with Mick Bates.
Through interviewing
Bates, the two were able to
form a deeper bond with a professor, experiencing the care
that Taylor professors have for
the students, which is exactly
something that the features
section tries to emphasize.
As an avid animal lover,
Muljat recalled how exciting it
was to combine both her passion for writing and animals
into one.
“ We inter viewed Bates
together,” Muljat said. “He
breeds puppies and so when
we were there, we got to play
with them. It was so fun and

he and his wife were so welcoming to us.”
By sharing highlights of different clubs or activities on
or connected to campus, students can feel as though they
are participating in and maybe
even being exposed to things
they might not have known
about before.
The features section is able
to shine a light on Taylor’s culture by displaying the values
that different individuals hold
within the community.
The two editors attempt to
interview a wide array of people in order to show a multidimensional side of campus.
It’s important to share
everyone’s story, not just a
handful of people already
known on campus. In order
to build community, it’s important to make every person
feel seen.
If you have a person in mind
for a feature story or a cool
story about yourself, Bostick
and Muljat encourage you to
email echo@taylor.edu so your
voice can be heard.
Without you, the Features
section would be nothing!
echo@taylor.edu
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Crosswords

Across

1 The Grateful __: rock group
5 Odometer units
10 Ukr. and Lith., once
14 Wrinkly fruit
15 Arabian Peninsula
resident
16 Scrape, in tot-ese
17 *Arkansas resort known
for its geothermal waters
19 Great Smokies st.
20 Trolley sound, in an old
song
21 Top of a wave
22 Ill will
25 On one’s way
28 SoCal NFL team
29 Put on television
30 Thor’s father
31 Dividing membranes
33 Letter between pi and
sigma
36 Bath towel word
37 *FDR recovery program
39 Musical ability
40 Sound of contentment
41 Newspaper opinion pieces
42 “__! The Herald Angels Sing”
43 More than gratified
45 Garlicky shrimp dish
47 Film critic with a cameo

TURKEY continued from Page 4

An article from 2015, entitled
“The top 10 foods with the biggest environmental footprint”
highlights foods that produce the
greatest greenhouse gas emissions
per kilogram of food.
Pork, number four on the list,
emits 12.1 kg of CO2. More than
half of these emissions originate
from the intensive farm operations needed to raise the pigs.
The rest of these carbon emissions stem from processing, transporting and cooking the meat at
home.
Turkey, number six on the list,
emits 10.9 kg of CO2 — most of
which stems from feed production, processing and home cooking. Not much room for error there
— turkey takes the cake when it
comes to carbon footprints.
Team Turkey: 2. Team Ham: 1
Though there are certainly pros
and cons to both, turkey seems to
be the better meat by a fraction.
Nevertheless, this is not an attempt to condemn or uphold your
family traditions. Rather, it is a
challenge: this November, consider the impact your Thanksgiving meal could have on both your
health and the well-being of the creation we’ve been called to steward.
Whatever you buy, buy ethically.
Source your foods locally, supporting small businesses and buying pasture-raised poultry and
pork. Plan to prepare your food
in a manner that is mindful of the
health and welfare of every person
around your table.
And if you can’t decide whether turkey or ham is a better fit for
you? Don’t be afraid to buy tofu.
echo@taylor.edu

in 1978’s “Superman”
49 Holmes’ friend and
flatmate
50 Adorable one
51 Muslim religious leaders
53 Palo __, Calif.
54 Toy that can be either
Mr. or Mrs. ... and what the
first part of the answers to
starred clues can literally be
59 Abound
60 Baking tray of cookies
61 Paris airport
62 Makes a mistake
63 Cropped up
64 The “P” in IPA

Down

1 “How silly of me!”
2 Freud’s “The __ and the Id”
3 Space bar neighbor
4 Sony audio product unveiled in 1984
5 Marshy tract
6 “You can count on me!”
7 Oscar winner Jessica
8 The “E” in ESL: Abbr.
9 Family nickname
10 “I totally agree”
11 *Affectionate bedtime
words

12 Lather, __, repeat
13 In the mail
18 Professor in Clue
21 Reef material
22 Honolulu hello
23 1976 Olympic great
Comaneci
24 *Silky-coated bird dog
26 Places where moms grab
puppies when they pick
them up
27 Actress Hayworth
31 Stockholm native
32 Advanced teaching deg.
34 Silent Marx brother
35 Pest control biggie
37 __ Dame
38 Fencing tool
42 Milliner’s store
44 Algebraic givens
45 Wrap snugly
46 Army garb, for short
47 Head of state
48 “Same here”
50 Actress Blanchett
52 Brits’ raincoats
54 Kegler’s org.
55 Dory propeller
56 MLB hurler’s stat
57 Every one
58 Salon coloring

Across

1 D.C. insider
4 Anxious feeling
9 “Silent Night” words before
calm and bright
14 Actress Gardner
15 More rational
16 Africa’s Sierra __
17 “Star Wars” sequel trilogy
heroine
18 Spicy condiment
20 Pay off illicitly
22 How a scary-movie watcher might recoil
23 Astronaut’s milieu
26 Deserved, as recognition
27 Keep separate from the
rest
28 Restaurant chain with an
owl logo
31 Horne of jazz
32 In the manner of
34 Oktober endings
35 Lawn areas lacking grass
39 Perth __, NJ
42 LBJ’s boy beagle
43 Big brass
47 Greets with guffaws
50 Features of some cruise
ships

Coloring Page

52 Heavy weight
53 NYC’s World Financial
Center architect
55 Working together as one
58 ‘90s candidate __ Perot
59 Coins in one’s pocket ...
and what literally happens in
each set of circles
62 When doubled, a Latin
dance
63 Fix in the crosshairs
64 Knighted composer
Edward
65 Showy pond fish
66 Stacks like Tupperware
67 Wed on the sly
68 Vicious with a bass

10 Norman who created Archie and Edith Bunker
11 French pilgrimage site
12 Trying a case, say
13 Prophetic woman
19 Prefix with stat
21 Overdo, as a point
24 Twinkler
25 Soccer standout
29 Frequently, to a bard
30 More irritable
33 Fireplace grate buildup
36 Shakespearean cries
37 12-point type
38 Actor Epps
39 Craftsperson
40 Marshmallowy treat
41 Little chickens
Down
44 Disengages the bolt for,
1 Partially cook, as rice
as a door
2 Employ excessively, as
45 Russian ballet company
muscles
46 “Let me reiterate ... “
3 Overdo the flattery
48 “High Voltage” band
4 Last word of Kansas’ motto 49 Far from a guffaw
5 Macduff rebuff
51 Round figure
6 Econ. measure
54 Little
7 Old photo hue
56 “I smell __!”
8 Battlefield furrow
57 Ping-Pong supplies
9 “What’s more ... “
60 Private aid prog.
61 Space between
outfielders
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Women’s Basketball
11/23 Goshen College 5 p.m.

Men’s Basketball
11/23 Goshen College 7 p.m.

Scoreboard
Results from Taylor
Athletics

Football

11/13 Siena Heights L 51-23

Men’s Basketball
Photograph provided by Taylor Athletics

XC Runs in Nationals: After both winning the Crossroads League Title, the Taylor’s men’s and women’s cross country teams competed in the NAIA National
Championships over the weekend in Vancouver, Washington. Due to print deadlines, we will have a full story covering the races in the next edition of the Echo.

11/12 Miami-Middletown W 76-65
11/16 Wilberforce University W 68-49

Women’s Basketball

11/12 Miami Middletown W 116-39

Basketball teams dominate Miami-Middletown

Women’s team wins
by more than 70
Enoch Eicher
Staff Writer

Taylor University’s basketball
teams hosted Miami University
Middletown and dispatched both
their men’s and women’s teams in
emphatic fashion.
In the women’s game, it was a
night to remember as the Trojans
beat Miami Middletown 116-39
— their largest margin of victory
since 2001.
The scoring came early, often,
and widespread for the Trojans,
as TU outscored Miami-Middletown 30-9 in the first quarter. Junior Center Gretchen Moll led the
way with six points, with senior
Lauren James close behind with
five while three other Trojans
contributed four points en route
to a 21-point Taylor lead.
“It was important that we
come out strong,” Moll said. “It
is something that our coach
has emphasized.”
That lead only expanded in
the second quarter, as the Trojans posted 29 more points in

16 rebounds respectively.
“Gretchen and Taylor are our
only 2 post players (5-man),” Martinez said. “They create a strong
inside-outside game for us to
be competitive. They both push
each other in practice and are improving every day.”
The women’s team has been
prone to injury, with that being
the main factor that only two of
the 39 practices so far have been
done with the entire squad, but
the win will be a confidence
booster as the Trojans (4-4) will
look to carry their momentum
into their Crossroads League
season, which began Saturday
against Huntington.
The men’s game was more of a
scrappy affair, with the Trojans
pulling away in the second half
and beating Miami Middletown
76-65.
Taylor started off with a whimper as they were outplayed by the
Middletowners early in the game,
as they struggled with the physical team.
The Trojans found themselves
on the wrong side of a 14 point
gap as they struggled to find
their way without senior Jason

comparison to a mere threepoint quarter for the Thunderhawks. Taylor was lights out on
defense, relentless in its pressure
which led to Miami-Middletown
going 0-14 from the floor. Sophomore Taylor Westgate scored seven in this spell, to put the Trojans
in the driving seat.
“We’ve struggled with starting
out strong lately,” Westgate said.
“So working on that will help us
in the future with tough games
versus conference teams just
around the corner.”
Taylor went into the half up
59-12, preventing the opponent
from scoring a single bucket
in the paint. Moll talked about
what Coach Jody Martinez said
at halftime.
“He stressed about making
layups, as we were doing everything else well, but to consistently make the layups,” Moll said.
Taylor ran away with the scoreline in the second half of the
game, as they extended their lead
to seventy-seven points, however, it was a night to remember for
Moll and Westgate, as they both
had career nights, with 10 boards
and 16 points, and 14 points and
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The Taylor women’s team enters conference play with a 4-4 record

Hubbard against the extremely
physical MUM defense.
“At halftime we prayed, because we all felt that we were like,
not playing like ourselves,” junior
Forward Jeff Clayton said. “So we
prayed that the fear comes out of
us and that whatever is holding
us back releases.”
After shooting 32.3% in the first
half and attempting only four free
throws, Taylor switched gears after the break and began actively
attacking the paint and drawing
fouls. The result was a 51.9% field

goal rate over the final 20 minutes and a 15-of-20 showing from
the charity stripe.
Clayton blocked a dunk in
the second half, that sent the
crowd into a frenzy and which
signaled a shift in the tide of the
game.
“We were kind of low energy,
and I know those simple plays
can change the crowd and get
them hyped,” Clayton said.
“And that makes us hyped, and
makes us play better.”
Sophomore Guard Kaden

Fuhrmann ignited the second-half charge, scoring 16
points during a game-saving,Trojan rally that erased the
14-point deficit and gave them
the rightfully deserved lead.
Taylor ended up outscoring
the guests by a 48-27 gap in the
second half. Fuhrmann enjoying a career night, leading all
players with a career-high 26
points, notching his second
game of at least 25 points already this season and sinking
four triples for a third-straight
outing. The Liberty Township,
Ohio native also posted a personal best by going 10-of-10
from the free-throw line and
added five rebounds, three assists and one steal.
“My teammates did a great
job of just getting me the ball
where I wanted it and then I
was able to convert more of
those shots.” said Fuhrmann.
“I think it was an all-around
good team performance. I
think we all fought through
the adversity of being down by
14, came back and were able to
take the win.”
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor football ends first season under new coaching staff
Taylor went 2-8 after
staff transition
Conrad Otto
Staff Writer

Last spring, Taylor University athletics decided the football
team needed a coaching change,
and revamped the entire coaching roster, hoping to rebuild to
lead the team to an eventual
winning record.
In this past season, the Trojans fell short of that goal. The
team played their last game this
past Saturday in an away game
against Siena Heights University,
losing by a score of 51-23. Siena
Heights, now ending with a regular season record of 5-5, put up
10 or more points in each quarter of play.
The Trojans went into the
game with a 2-2 record when
playing away games. They are
now 2-3 in away games, having their two highest scoring

outputs in the second and third
quarter, scoring seven points in
each quarter. Sophomore Steven
Ellis recorded 74 yards rushing
with two touchdowns, along
with freshman Jacob Cleaver recording one score.
Ellis gives input into this season, the new coaches, and the
feeling of playing in a new year.
“Personally, I think it went
well,” he said. “I transitioned
from receiver to running back,
so it was a little bit of a change.”
Change was nothing new to
Ellis. In high school, he was a
triple-option player, so he knew
what he was getting into transitioning to a running back. Once
playing, it became apparent he
could fit into that position.
In his 10 games played, he’s
gathered seven rushing touchdowns and over 400 total
net yards,all of which are career numbers for him. He has
now tied with most rushing
touchdowns on the team, and

second-most on the team in
rushing attempts.
Ellis, Along with senior Josh
Saltzgaber, both had input on
the switch from former Head
Coach Ron Korfmacher to new
Head Coach Aaron Mingo.
Ellis seems to enjoy the newlook coaching staff.
“Korf was great, but the new
coaches have a ton of passion,”
Ellis said. “Mingo is great, knows
a lot about the offense. Their
relationships with us (players)
have been so good.”
Fifth-year senior Saltzgaber
felt caught off guard with the
whole switch.
“I was upset … just sad that
there was change happening,”
Saltzgaber said. He played his
first four years with Korfmacher and became comfortable with
how things were.
Throughout his five years in
the football program, Saltzgaber
transitioned from an offensive
player to a defensive player. In

this past season, he has garnered
career highs in tackles and games
played on the defensive side of
the ball. He has been a productive
performer this season to his, and
through the stats, it has shown.
The Trojans are in a prime
position to turn this program
around into a powerhouse in
the NAIA.
Mingo is a player-favorite and
should be a notable name to
look for in coming years.
“One of the number one things
for me was to earn the trust of
the guys on the team and the
program,” Mingo said. “I wanted to get our guys focused off
the scoreboard. I think that the
score can get in the way of playing football in a way that makes
us successful”.
Mingo just now completed his first year as the Trojans’
14th head coach in the program’s
73-year history. He describes it
as incredible, as well as being
very grateful.

“ (Th e f irst year) w a s a
whirlwind situation, the way
I, as well as the other coaches coached, is a huge learning curve,” Mingo said. Each
coach on staff is new to the
program. Mingo has talked
to previous coaches, most

notably former head coach
Ron Korfmacher.
Mingo is excited for how
things are looking for the future,
as he continues to learn and create relationships with the team
in years to come.
echo@taylor.edu
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Taylor’s offense was based on an option-style run game this season.

Kaden Fuhrmann

Mollie Gamble
Cross Country

Basketball

Athletes of the Week
979 S. Main St., Upl and, IN

S o p h o m o r e 		
Sweetser, IN
Exercise Science
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Year
Hometown
Major

(765) 998-7261

Sophomore
Cincinnati, OH
Finance

Jarheads

Fav o r i t e S p o r t s T e a m

Annika Erickson

Funniest Teammate

Jackson Lewis

M c Fa r l a n d , U S A

Fav o r i t e S p o r t s M o v i e

The Blind Side

Charlotte Hornets
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